9 days -8 nights

Istanbul 2 nights
Bursa 2 nights
Agva 2 nights
Istanbul 2 nights
first day
Company representative
Will be waiting for you after taking your bags at the arrivals gate. He will be holding a
board with your name written in Arabic and English on it. And drive you to your hotel in
Istanbul
Second day
A tour in the old city of Istanbul,
The company car will be waiting for you to take you on a trip to the most beautiful areas
of the old Istanbul : Sultan Ahmed Mosque , Islamic Museum , the Aya Sophia Museum,
Covered Market\ Grand Bazar and the famous beautiful garden Gulhane until evening
then return to the hotel.
Third day
Going to the city of Bursa,
A car will be waiting for you to go to the port to travel to Bursa ,Upon arrival a car will be
waiting for you to go to your hotel in Bursa and have free time for the rest of day.
Upon arrival and go to your hotel in Bursa and you spend the rest of today’s comfort.
Fourth day
Mount uludag tour:
The company car will be waiting for you to go to the famous Mount Uludag and enjoy
the Wonderful scenery and various activities such as barbecue, walking , Cable Car
Tour and visiting the great and historical tree,then a tour in the city center and back to
the hotel at evening
Fifth day
Going to Agva which lies about 110 km of Istanbul , which has been built by Byzantines
and the Ottomans , the word Agva means the land between two rivers you will check in
the hotel and have free time for the rest of the day.
Sixth day
a tour to discover Agva,
You will start your trip to the Black Sea coast to enjoy the beautiful views of nature and

take a tour on the boat
To enjoy the charm and beauty of Agva City.
Seventh day
get back to Istanbul and spend the rest of the day to rest.
Eighth day:
Princess Islands tour
Early in the morning and after eating breakfast you will take off to the port by company
car To princesses Islands where pass by the most beautiful islands and stop at the
largest Buick Ada Accompanied by guide,
Roaming on the island by horse cart and have lunch at the restaurant overlooking the
sea.
and you will Experience different activities such as walk on the beach and cycling , and
after finishing you return to Istanbul to return to the hotel by company car.
Day nine: a car will be waiting for you to drive you to the airport to return to your country
with Happiness and joy Carrying the most beautiful memories
Ninth day
Go home

